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Branding vs. selling

Marketing is brand building. Conventional marketing is based on selling, when it should be based on branding, contends author Laura Ries (The 22 Immutable Laws of Branding). “Marketing is not selling,” she says. “Marketing is building a brand in the mind of the prospect.”

Reis thinks that if you can build a powerful brand, you will have built a powerful marketing program. If you can’t, then no amount of clever advertising, elaborate packaging, sales promotion, websites and public relations will get you to your objective. Branding pre-sells the product or service to the user. Bottom line, it is a more efficient way to sell things.

What’s your brand?

Enough theoretical preaching, let’s talk about petfood brands. I think there used to be three major brand areas, but now there are four.

➤ Top-quality, customized nutrition;
➤ Best tasting;
➤ Low price;
➤ Human-edible food for pets—the relatively new territory.

Here are some examples of how various successful brands communicate their position.

Top-quality nutrition. Brand Packaging notes that Hill’s Science Diet packaging has a clean design and clear language. The product name reflects the benefit. The red Science Diet logo is combined with a blue medallion. It features the phrase “veterinarian recommended,” which gains the pet owner’s trust.

Best tasting. The package for 9 Lives cat food emphasizes the brand’s tagline “the taste cats crave.” The logo and the famous face of Morris the Cat grace the front of the package for each flavor and formula. Flavor is the key benefit.

The Mars’ Pedigree package features the Pedigree logo, which has a blue-ribbon icon accompanied by the brand’s tagline, “developed with vets.” The bottom half of the package has flavor claims and product photography. Quality and taste get equal billing.

Low price. Low-priced brands tend to look low priced, but some do quite well, especially in emerging markets. An increasing preference for more expensive products has taken a toll on economy and mid-priced brands in mature markets. Over the next four years, Euromonitor forecasts premium dog and cat foods will enjoy double the growth rate of mid-priced and economy products.

Human-edible food for pets. Several petfood manufacturers are emphasizing healthy and gourmet meals that are good enough for pet owners to eat. Nestle Purina describes Beneful wet dog food as “family-style” meals made with “real, wholesome ingredients.” The food comes in a clear plastic ready-to-serve container that’s designed to make the stewlike contents look appealing to pet owners. Among others, Natural Balance, Merrick and Evanger’s are also stressing brands that are “human-grade.”

Brand equity

The market research firm DDS calls a brand, “a promise made to its customers.” Promises that are kept yield loyal customers and steady streams of profits. DDS maintains that brand equity is built by laying a foundation of brand awareness, forming positive brand images and developing high levels of brand loyalty.

Leveraging brand loyalty is the goal. Pamela Batalis of Brand Keys puts it this way: “For the foreseeable future, leveraging customer loyalty will be the primary means by which the most competitive companies will break away from the pack.”

Dr. Phillips is the editor of Petfood Industry magazine. He can be reached at Tel: +1.815.734.5644, E-mail: phillips@wattnet.net.
UNLIMITED FRIENDSHIP
HEALTHY NUTRITION FOR THE WELL-BEING OF YOUR PET

OVN®
- supports a healthy development
- allows an active adult phase
- helps to delay the onset of aging

OVN® (Optimum Vitamin Nutrition) represents the full potential of vitamins and other nutritional ingredients, formulated to fully leverage this potential for the pet's well-being and health.

DSM Nutritional Products Ltd.
P.O. Box 3255, 4002 Basel, Switzerland
petfood.nbd@dsm.com
www.dsmnutritionalproducts.com
New content, location for Petfood Forum Europe

Petfood Forum Europe 2007 has a fresh format and a new location. The symposium will be held in association with Victam International, so Petfood Forum Europe exhibitors can now be located within the Victam trade show. The event will take place May 8 at Jaarbeurs Halls, Utrecht, Netherlands.

Petfood Forum Europe 2007 will include the following topics:
➤ New and functional/healthy ingredients;
➤ European sales trends;
➤ A debate covering nutrition and longevity;
➤ Advances in palatability testing;
➤ Niche markets; and
➤ Production innovations.

For details and to register, go to www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum or E-mail Marcia Riddle at mriddle@wattnet.net. To find out more about Victam International and available hotels, visit www.victam.com.

Aquafeed Horizons at Victam International 2007

Scientists from Fiskeriforskning Department of Aquafeed Development and Marine Processing in Bergen, Norway, will join experts from industry to examine the latest concepts in feed development for aquatic species, cutting-edge aquafeed technologies and developments in aquaculture markets. The event, Aquafeed Horizons, will provide feed companies and their suppliers with insights into the needs of aquaculture and the possibilities offered by advances in aquafeed technology and formulation.

Aquafeed Horizons will take place May 9-10 at Jaarbeurs Halls, Utrecht, Netherlands, as part of Victam International 2007. For more information, contact editor@aquafeed.com or visit www.aquafeed.com. For information about Fiskeriforskning Department of Aquafeed Development and Marine Processing, contact Department Head Ola Fleskland at ola.flesland@fiskeriforskning.no, or visit www.fiskeriforskning.no.

Looking for a new wrinkle in your product line?

Talk to Peterson.

We have the ingredients for your success. For over 40 years, The Peterson Company has been providing the pet food industry with top quality, specialized pet food ingredients and services. During that time, our wealth of technical expertise has put us at the forefront of new product development.

Our broad exposure to the industry helps us in coordinating the research and development of new potential ingredients and formulating them into marketable products. Our commitment to ingredient technology can work for you.

We are also adept and experienced at developing entirely new proprietary ingredients to meet your specifications, with assured confidentiality. Whether you’re looking for a new variety, or just want to add some spice to your existing line, call The Peterson Company.

Our products produced in USA

Petline: (269) 979-9100 Fax: (269) 979-9227
Website: www.thepetersoncompany.com
Email: sales@thepetersoncompany.com

APPROVED
IT’S A BIRD. IT’S A PLANE. NO, IT’S A KEMIN SCIENTIST FLYING TO FIND A NEW FISHMEAL SUPPLY.

When hurricanes battered the Gulf Coast in 2005, the menhaden fish supply chain for petfood companies was gone. Kemin scientist Jim Mann and his Technisales team literally flew into action to assist in the set-up, qualifications and validation of new non-domestic fishmeal suppliers. Within just four weeks, the supply chain was reconstructed and Kemin customers were blown away by the superhuman effort.

HIS CURRENT ITINERARY.
Today, Jim is still going 150 mph helping customers source and validate suppliers of polyunsaturated fat sources. With 15 years of experience under his lab coat belt (as well as a few patents, major discoveries and industry innovations), he knows how to fly through the system without delays, layovers or cancellations.

BOOK A SEAT NEXT TO JIM.
When you need to find suppliers that meet global regulations for safety and quality (even in non-emergency situations), call on our Technisales team. While most scientists will only use test tubes, beakers and instruments to solve problems, ours will gladly use planes, trains and automobiles.

CALL 877-890-1462, WHIRLWIND SCIENTISTS ARE STANDING BY. WWW.KEMIN.COM
The Closer
The Better

Closer to you.
Closer to your business.
Closer to your goals.
The SPF North America team consistently provides the best customized palatability solutions: superior enhancers, optimized applications and reliable pal measurements.

SPF
The worldwide palatability company

www.spf-diana.com
Mountain Country Foods to produce organic treats

Mountain Country Pet Care recently received certification to produce organic baked pet treats at its manufacturing facility in Okeene, Oklahoma, USA, by meeting the organic standards established by the USDA National Organic Program. Mountain Country Foods, as it is also known, is a custom pet treat manufacturer serving both the soft and baked treat sectors of the industry. Baked treats are produced at the Oklahoma facility, while soft treats are produced at the Spanish Fork, Utah, USA, facility.

The new organic certification, along with the expanded capacity at the Oklahoma plant, gives Mountain Country Foods the ability to serve customers who want to expand into new markets. For more information about organic, natural or traditional baked pet treat production, contact Matt Dixon at +1.580.822.4130.

Joep Lupgens, DVM, dies

Following a period of illness, Joep Lupgens, DVM, died October 4. Dr. Lupgens was a respected veterinarian and past speaker at Petfood Forum, Petfood Focus and Petfood Forum Europe. He wrote several articles for Petfood Industry as well as a chapter for the Petfood Technology text. He was a consultant to the industry on matters of regulation through his company, A Consult with the flexvet (www.aconsult.info).

Chomp hires new SVP of sales

Chomp Inc. announced recently that it has appointed Bill Englehart to the position of senior VP of sales to oversee the sales growth and distribution of Chomp’s expanding line of pet products. Englehart has more than 25 years of consumer products sales and management experience, most recently as VP sales for both Companion Pet Products and Harper Pet Products. During his selling career, Englehart has represented the Duracell, Gillette, Parker, Sheaffer and Bic brands in addition to his pet-related experience. He replaces Jack Drasner, sales SVP at Chomp since 2000, who left to restart his former pet sales consulting firm, PRISM Sales.

Practical short course on petfood extrusion

A one-week Practical Short Course on Feeds & Pet Food Extrusion will be presented January 28-February 2, 2007, at Texas A&M University by staff, industry representatives and
consultants. The program will offer information on designing new feed mills and selecting conveying, drying, grinding, conditioning and feed mixing equipment. Other topics for review include current practices for production of petfoods; preparing full-fat soy meal; recycling fisheries by-products, raw animal products and secondary resources; extrusion of floating, sinking and high-fat feeds; spraying and coating fats, digests and preservatives; use of encapsulated ingredients and preparation of premixes; and least-cost formulation.

For more information, contact: Dr. Mian N. Riaz, Texas A&M University, Tel: +1.979.845.2774, E-mail: mnriaz@tamu.edu, Website: www.tamu.edu/extrusion.

**WATT names Petfood Industry publisher**

Steve Akins joined Watt Publishing Co. recently as publisher of Petfood Industry magazine, responsible for domestic sales and sales management of the Petfood Industry franchise. Prior to joining WATT, Akins was associate publisher of two publications in the fire and rescue market. In addition, Akins held sales and sales management positions at Bill Communications, Crain and Verticalnet. He brings extensive experience in creating and selling internet media, print and in-person events.

**Grant boosts Cambrian Pet Foods capacity**

A Welsh petfood manufacturer is expected to create 35 jobs and significantly increase turnover as a result of winning £1m in grant aid. Family-run Cambrian Pet Foods, best known for its Gelert Pet Nutrition, has secured the funding from the Assembly Government through Venture Wales to develop a second high-tech manufacturing plant in Carmarthenshire.

The company has now turned its attention to developing a comparable petfood canning operation in Llangadog. The new 48,000-sq.-ft. facility is to be located on the site of the former Llangadog Creamery. It is due to open in June 2007.

Within two years, the company hopes to be operating at full capacity in both dry and wet petfoods, branching out into specialty market petfood production. The company is also making longer-term plans to develop the creamery site, which has already been designated as the Tywi Valley Food Park, and is home to an additional 50 jobs in the area.
Sugar substitute dangerous to dogs?

There is now further clinical evidence of an association between the sugar substitute xylitol and possible liver failure in dogs. A clinical report in the Oct. 1 issue of the *Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association* discusses the sometimes-fatal conditions developed by dogs that have ingested the naturally occurring sweetener found in many sugar-free products.

According to the report, eight dogs were treated between 2003 and 2005 after eating products containing xylitol. Each dog became ill, and while three of the dogs survived, five of the pets either died or had to be euthanized because of liver failure possibly stemming from xylitol ingestion. Reported xylitol exposures have climbed from 70 in 2004 to 170 in 2005.

MAF offers sponsorship opportunities

Morris Animal Foundation (MAF) has published its 2007 listing of 101 animal research studies available for sponsorship. Individuals or groups are invited to sponsor or co-sponsor with a total gift of US$3,000 or more per study. Projects address the health and well-being of dogs, cats, horses, llamas/alpacas and wildlife. The complete list of research studies can be viewed at www.morrisanimalfoundation.org.

To discuss the details on any study, or for information on study sponsorship, contact Tobie McPhail at tmcphail@morrisanimalfoundation.org or call +1.800.243.2345.

Industry News

Identification Preserved Ingredients for the petfood industry

Certified Organic & Conventional Non-GMO

Brown and Golden Flaxseed and Flax Meal

- Beans
- Grains
- Seeds
- Instant Powders/Flakes
- Split/Dehulled Soybeans

We will provide you with the Best Value - Quality, Service, Price - for your ingredient needs!

4749 Amber Valley Parkway Suite 1
Fargo, ND 58104 USA - skfood@skfood.com
701.356.4106 TEL - 701.356.4102 FAX
Visit www.skfood.com for our complete product listing!

Lonza’s Carniking® brand L-Carnitine is the only source of supplemental pure L-Carnitine currently available for use in the United States that meets the AAFCO ingredient definition.

90 Boroline Road
Allendale, NJ 07401
800.955.7425
carnitine@lonza.com

Visit www.carniking.com for their complete product listing!
Solutions For Success.

3D Corporate Solutions has its advantages. It's a more effective company because pet food ingredients, service, and logistical solutions are our core business. We have the professional expertise to create, produce, and manage all aspects of ingredients, services, and logistics.

Proven Quality Ingredients and Service.

OUR PRODUCT OFFERING

- Fresh / Frozen (Joplin, MO)
- Ground Chicken
- Emulsified Chicken
- Ground Turkey
- Emulsified Turkey
- Chicken Blend
- Backs & Neck
- Liver Products
- Chicken & Egg
- Concentrated Broth
- Custom Freezer Storage
- Proprietary Products

- Spray Dried (Joplin, MO)
- Liver & Chicken
- Chicken
- Turkey
- Chicken & Rice
- Liver Oil
- Fat
- Savory Fat
- Proprietary Products

- Chicken Cook Plant (Danville, AR)
- Chicken Meal (EU & Domestic)
- Chicken Fat (EU & Domestic)
- Low Ash Chicken Meal (EU & Domestic)

- Midland Ingredients (Monett, MO)
- White Rice
- Brown Rice
- Bran
- Hulls

- Sourcing (Monett, MO)
- Poultry By Product Meal
- Chicken By product Meal
- Pet Food Grades Fat
- Feed Grade Fat
- Meal & Bone Meal
- Pork Meat & Bone Meal

- Logistical Services (Monett, MO)
- Rail
- Truck: Hopper/Reefr/Dry Van

P.O. Box 478 • 200 N Central • Monett, MO 65708 • Phone 417-236-9602 • Fax 417-236-0039
New on the Shelves

Treat-Umms dog treats
Treat-Umms dog treats are the latest additions to the Lick Your Chops family of natural pet products at Healthy Pet Foods Inc. The handmade treats use only natural ingredients including chicken breast, sweet potato, cheese, crab, liver and cod fish. They come in unique shapes like dumbbells, strips and wraps. www.healthypetfoodsinc.com

Lassie’s Natural Way dog food
One of the world’s best-known pets is helping launch a new dog food line. Lassie Natural Way is available exclusively in 6,000+ grocery locations. The dog foods were developed to fulfill the promise of easily digestible, palatable, complete nutrition from natural formulations. The company’s recipes include chicken meal and natural flavors, colors and preservatives. www.lassie.com/naturalway

Dad’s Nut-tastics soft and chewy treat
Nut-tastics from Dad’s Pet Care are soft, chewy treats that give dogs the peanut butter flavor they love without the mess. They are available in regular and mini sizes in a convenient, recognizable peanut butter jar. www.dadstreats.com

Savvy Snax dental treats reduce tartar
In Clover introduces its Savvy Snax line of pet treats. Savvy Snax Chewy Dental Nibs are designed to reduce bad breath and tarter by attacking all three causes of bad breath: bacteria that cause tarter, build-up of toxic bacteria in the gut and acute bad breath. Savvy Snax contain no animal fat, refined sugar or artificial flavors or preservatives. www.inclover.com

Correction: American Health Kennels In the August and September issues of Petfood Industry magazine, the incorrect website was listed for products from American Health Kennels. Contact American Health Kennels for information on its Bark Bars or Animal Snackers at www.americanhealthkennels.com.
We have petfood ingredients down to a science!

Developing unique science-based technologies and supplying novel products tailored to meet the specific needs of the petfood industry has been ADF’s mission for over 25 years. Our expertise in processing has provided the petfood market with a consistent supply of high quality protein ingredients. Along the way, our focus has always centered on ingredients of uncompromising quality backed by the solid application of science and the skill of the industry’s finest customer care team.

Creating a brand your customers will love means formulating with ingredients you can trust. And that trust begins with protein ingredients from ADF.

ADF

American Dehydrated Foods, Inc.

ADF has a complete line of spray-dried protein products for your petfood formulations:

- Granulated Egg
- Cooked Chicken Meat
- Livers (Chicken, Pork)
- Allergen-Free Proteins
- Broths
- Combinations of Proteins

ADF’s comprehensive range of products also includes Extruded Protein Complexes and High Quality Liquid Chicken Fat.

For more information call: 800.456.3447 or visit us at: www.adf.com
In Europe please contact: ADF-CIMA Nutrition nv • +32.56.81.7151 • E-mail: adf@cima.be
All ADF Plants are EU Certified
When Mars Inc. acquired Doane Pet Care Enterprises Inc. in June from Teachers’ Private Capital, the executives at Mars were very impressed with Doane’s culture, according to Doug Cahill, now president of the new Mars Petcare US. So impressed, in fact, that Mars has decided to use a leadership program employed by Doane called Getting Results Through People (GRTP) as a tool for further integrating the cultures of the former Doane Pet Care organization with the former Masterfoods Pet Division organization.

Mars will roll out the GRTP culture integration this month to ensure its latest acquisition has the foundation for building a new culture based on the five principles of Mars: quality, responsibility, mutuality, efficiency and freedom.

Core values established early

Before the Mars acquisition, Cahill was Doane’s president. Brentwood, Tennessee, USA-based Doane was known as the world’s largest private label petfood supplier. It manufactured a full range of petfood products for dogs and cats—including dry/soft-dry, treats and dog biscuits. One of its biggest customers, Wal-Mart, sold the company’s products under the Ol’ Roy label. (The acquisition did not include Doane’s European business, which was sold to a third party.)

In years prior to the acquisition, Doane went through many mergers of various petfood organizations. These mergers emphasized the need for Doane to create a new culture of its own. It undertook an exercise whose purpose was to:

- Consolidate different cultures into a culture for organizational growth;
- Develop technical managers into strong leaders;
- Develop a communication language that all associates could embrace;
- Create a model for handling potential conflicts as cultures emerged.

This culture was to be based on the four core values of integrity, accountability, commitment to team success over individual success and trust and respect for the individual (“I ACT”).

Doane’s management team believed that just designating the core values was not enough. They needed a tool that could help them unite the strengths of their associates and help them learn how to live the core values. The act of living the core values was essential to organizational success, according to Cahill.

To aid the process, Doane consulted with a company that specializes in this type of project—Xcelogic Inc. Senior
management from Doane was invited to attend an open program (along with executives from various other companies) to determine if Xcelogic’s GRTP program was a match for their leadership development needs and merging cultures. Doane’s VP of people and VP of manufacturing participated in the two-day GRTP program and discovered that Xcelogic had the right system for helping them meet their organization’s objectives.

In spring 2000, Doane launched a series of training sessions over six to nine months for members of upper management, middle management, sales, customer service and key influencers throughout the business. To this day, the company continues the program that now includes front-line supervisors and associates.

All of the company’s associates, from the corporate location in Brentwood to its network of 20 manufacturing plants, are involved in the GRTP program. In addition to the initial program, follow-up and refresher sessions are provided for all leaders and key people throughout the company.

Cahill notes that GRTP has become a part of the company culture. “We are a company that knows the value of living our core values. It is a competitive strength. We are continuously improving in the areas of customer service, quality, safety, leadership, team building, communication and productivity. Our people are our greatest asset,” he said.

What is GRTP?

Xcelogic developed the Getting Results Through People (GRTP) system to help businesses make the most of their investments in people and technology. The GRTP system is typically implemented in conjunction with business performance consulting to identify, analyze, measure and eliminate process application gaps (PAGs)—that space between documented processes and process application. Simply put, a PAG is the gap between the way a process is designed to get done and the way it actually gets done.

According to Xcelogic, PAGs are misunderstood because they are often invisible and hard to grasp, yet they hold the greatest source of potential financial gain. The GRTP system was designed to minimize and eliminate application gaps and provide accelerated growth and profits, Xcelogic says. The two most important pieces needed to eliminate PAGs are a shared perception with a common language and established accountabilities. Together, they build a platform that will drastically reduce inconsistent employee performance.

Xcelogic states that using the GRTP system allows everyone in the company to work from a single, objective standpoint instead of from their own subjective perception. For more information on this system, visit www.xcelogic.com.

It’s about balance

GRTP is about balance—it promotes balance between the people and the operation of the business. It teaches
leaders how to “build their leadership skills by balancing the multitude of processes within the petfood industry, as well as instilling higher levels of productivity with the people they lead,” said Cahill.

This results in all associates increasing their leadership abilities by utilizing the organization’s core values while achieving their daily priorities. GRTP merges cultures, managers and employees, shifts and departments to create a learning organization where people flourish, contends Cahill.

Cahill notes that GRTP has everything to do with making quality petfood. He said that at Mars Petcare US employees feel valued, the work environment is safe and communication between associates (the experts) flows freely. When people feel as though they are a part of the business, the company can:

➤ Develop a united team of experts;
➤ Nurture people who are more efficient at producing more product;
➤ Grow people internally to handle increasing levels of responsibility;
➤ Solve problems at the lowest level possible;
➤ Allow uncommitted people to transition out of the organization;
➤ Turn unprofitable plants into profitable plants.

What’s the payoff?
The payoff from this people investment continues to produce bottom-line results for Mars today. From the GRTP learning experience, Cahill has seen people who were very new to management develop into great leaders. He has also seen senior managers who were stuck with “old school” management skills become leaders focused on their people.

Cahill noted that the outcome from this leadership training experience has resulted in:

➤ A reduction in labor and production costs;
➤ Implementation of safety and quality initiatives;
➤ Greater employee retention (key members) throughout the organization;
➤ A strong team of regional and plant managers;
➤ Enhanced communication and morale within the organization’s culture;
➤ Measurable increases in individual and team productivity.

From the long list of GRTP benefits, it is clear the program has had and will continue to have an excellent return on investment.

Your leading global supplier of extrusion technology and solutions

FOR PRODUCTION OF HIGH PERFORMANCE PETFOOD

www.andritzsprout.com • andritzsprout@andritz.com

GLOBAL PRESENCE

Denmark • Netherlands • Germany • France • UK • USA
Venezuela • Brazil • Chile • Australia • R.P. China
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Now we know what flavor pets crave.

The facts are in. Pets enjoy a variety of flavors … especially when they’re enhanced with LAND O LAKES® Cheese. With LAND O LAKES® Pet Food Cheese, you can add depth and dimension to the flavor of your pet foods — while substantially enhancing the palatability. It’s simple: think cheese, add flavor and palatability, see results!

Call Either Number Below To Find Out More About Pet Food Cheese.

©2003 Land O’ Lakes
Unicharm

cashes in on

Focusing on changes in the Japanese pet market leads to high-value, high-margin products

BY MIKE PEHANICH

Tapping opportunity in pet trends has been the ticket to success for Japanese specialty petfood manufacturer Unicharm PetCare Corp., a division of Tokyo-based Unicharm Corp.

Unicharm’s high-value, high-margin products target special needs of an evolving Japanese pet market and have enabled it to nearly double petfood sales since its inception in 1986 to 19 billion yen (US$162 million) in 2005. Over the past two years, the success of Unicharm’s specialty products have made it the most dynamic petfood brand in Japan and the largest Japanese-owned marketer of petfoods, trailing only global giants Mars Inc. and Nestlé SA in overall market share in Japan. Coupled with its dominant share of the pet toiletry business, Unicharm has built a formidable pet product business that tallies 30 billion yen (US$255 million) in sales annually—entirely from domestic sales.

“Most of our products are specialty items addressing the needs of Japanese pets and pet owners,” says Shogo Sanjo, general manager, business planning, Unicharm PetCare.

The proof of this strategy comes in the company’s 29% share of petfoods targeted at small dogs, a 43% share of the market for senior dogs and a 33% share of products geared to overweight dogs. Its cat products have seized market share as well.

Pet parade

Cats and dogs have been reigning in Japan for the past decade. The Japan Pet Products Manufacturers Association estimates there were 13.1 million dogs and 12.1 million cats in Japan in 2005, with the numbers climbing as pet ownership opportunities increase. Pets are filling the companionship void of more and more single people and aging couples and getting the practically part-of-the-family treatment.

Led by Chairman Toshio Takahara and Gumpei Futagami, president and CEO, Unicharm PetCare has taken a two-pronged approach to its corporate mission of “providing pets with a healthy, clean and comfortable life.” That approach encompasses pet toiletries and foods, the latter under the successful Genki and Gaines brands. The company has introduced 20 new products since 2003.

Responding to the market

Unicharm has used a three-part strategy to advance what its executives refer to as “the pets and people together
lifestyle.” That strategy consists of creating market awareness, carefully researching pet health and marketing more palatable petfood products.

Shifting social and demographic trends of a maturing and economically developed nation have been the dominant influence on this course. For the past 20 years, Unicharm has tracked these trends closely and focused on four dominant ones:

1. Indoor pets.
2. Small dogs.
3. An aging pet population.
4. Overweight dogs.

**Indoor pets.** Dogs in particular are becoming predominantly indoor companions. “In 1996, 52% of dogs in Japan were indoor pets,” notes Sanjo. “In 2005, 78% of dogs were living indoors, our research shows.” A 2004 study of the Japan Pet Food Manufacturers Association found that 60% of Japan’s dogs and cats were living indoors, up from 50% only a year earlier.

Widespread changes in apartment management philosophy have also contributed to the pet boom. In 1998, only 1% of apartments in the Tokyo metropolitan area permitted pets. In 2005, 64% of new apartments in the same area allowed tenants to have pets, Sanjo notes.

Pets moving indoors have had two significant consequences: Fewer dogs are being killed by cars, and more pets are eating petfood instead of table scraps. According to Sanjo, this dietary shift is also extending the longevity of pets. “Petfood is better for the health of dogs and cats,” he says.

As indoor pets become close companions, owners often deem them worthy of special treatment.

In response, Unicharm has launched upscale products like Neko-Genki Ginno (Silver Spoon), a premium cat food, that have taken the market by storm.

“Neko-Genki Silver Spoon is our bestselling cat food, a gourmet dry food,” says Sanjo. “Cats find it highly palatable.” The product has already captured a 32% share of the gourmet cat food market segment in Japan.

“We launched Silver Spoon in February 2004,” explains Yasushi Takeda, group manager, research and development, petfoods. “But the market share is already 8% of the total dry cat food market. Silver Spoon is the fastest-growing product in the Japanese petfood market.”

Another strong seller, Neko Genko Dry Kedama Care for hairball control, addresses a problem using a gourmet presentation. “There are many hairball control foods in Japan, but cats don’t like to eat them,” says Sanjo. “Cats find our product very palatable.”

**Over the past two years, the success of Unicharm’s specialty products have made it the most dynamic petfood brand in Japan.**

**Small dogs.** As owners opt for indoor pets, they are apt to choose smaller dog breeds such as Miniature Dachshunds, Chihuahuas, Shih Tzus, Toy Poodles and Papillons. In Japan,
where homes and apartments can be very tight quarters, small dogs climbed from 32% of the canine pet population in 1996 to nearly half—47%—in 2005, according to Unicharm research. “These are mostly Miniature Dachshunds and Chihuahuas,” says Sanjo. “Eight of the top 10 dogs bought today are small dogs.”

That’s why Unicharm introduced Aiken Genki Dry food, a premium product for small dogs more than 7 years old, thus addressing another trend.

**Aging pet population.** With better nutrition and fewer outdoor pets dodging traffic, more Japanese pets are living to a ripe old age. In 1996, 36% of the pet population reached the age of 7, according to Unicharm surveys. In 2005, that figure increased to 44%.

Besides Aiken Genki Dry, other Unicharm products targeted to senior pets include Aiken Genki for dogs 11 years and older, Gaines Pakkun for dogs 11 years and older and Neko Genki for cats 11 years and older. Another offering is Aiken Genki Ha no Kenko Biscuit, a product aimed at keeping canine teeth healthy, particularly as dogs age.

**Overweight dogs.** Keeping pets indoors may make them safer but also less likely to get enough exercise. Unicharm found only 14% of the Japanese dog population to be overweight in 1996; by 2005, the figure had doubled to 28%. “Dogs are not getting enough exercise being housebound,” says Sanjo. “And this is a bigger problem for Japanese pets than those living in Europe and the US. Japanese houses are significantly smaller, so there is less room for pets to move about.”

Thus, many of the Unicharm products aimed at older pets are also intended for overweight animals.

**Dominant in key segments**

Unicharm has steadfastly pursued the markets for these select specialty products. Futagami has emphasized the growth opportunities available as Japan’s shrinking population ages and has increased marketing investment, particularly in television advertising, to cash in on them.

The company’s high-quality products deliver high value to pets and pet owners, and they have merited their premium price tags. Their success to date is reflected in the leading market positions of the Unicharm products, including those in its pet toiletry business. All are becoming integral parts of the pets and people together lifestyle.

---

Mike Pehanich is a freelance writer based in Westchester, Illinois, USA.
Don’t let petfood stability blow up in your face!

Shelf life can be an explosive issue when it comes to maintaining high quality in your petfood. Adding *Oxy-Gon*® or *Oxy-Block* to rendered ingredients during their production helps assure that rancidity won’t mushroom before manufacturing begins.

Many renderers and protein blenders are already prepared to add Ameri-Pac antioxidants to their fats and protein meals.

Specify *Oxy-Gon*® or *Oxy-Block* to shield your ingredients and finished petfood.

---

Ameri-Pac® Antioxidants Ingredient Processing & Packaging Tableting
800.373.6156 | 816.233.4530 | St. Joseph, Missouri | Ameri-Pac.com
The primary market driver in the US continues to be conversion to higher-priced petfoods

BY DAVID LUMMIS

Higher prices rather than volume increases continue to drive retail dollar sales gains in the US petfood market. There is strong consumer demand for premium products across all categories. Upscale petfoods cover all bases—natural/organic, fortified/functional, weight control, lifestage, breed-/size-specific, gourmet—and are increasingly showing up not just as human style but as “human grade.” In fact, the number one package claim during the first half of 2006, according to Datamonitor’s Productscan Online, was “upscale” (appearing on 94 new products).

Other top claims included “high vitamins” and/or “high minerals” (96) and, of course, “natural” (90). Trumpeting the progress of premium petfoods, US households earning more than US$70,000 annually now account for almost half of all consumer spending on petfood in the US, up dramatically from just 15% in 1994.

The big picture

US retail sales of petfood totaled US$14.5 billion in 2005, growing 4.4% that year and reflecting a 2001-2005 compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.4%. Following are percentages of total US petfood sales by species:
- Dog food 60%;
- Cat food 34%;
- Other petfood 6%.

By form, US petfood sales percentages through IRI-tracked outlets are:
- Dry food 56%;
- Wet food 30%;
- Biscuits/treats 14%.

Mass merchandisers have assumed the lead among petfood retailers, claiming 34% of sales in 2005, whereas supermarkets have continued to decline, to just 26%. Expansion by PetSmart and Petco, with combined 2005 sales of US$5.4 billion, has resulted in a slight share gain for the pet specialty sector, albeit mostly offset by declining sales among independents. On the mass-market side, Wal-Mart and Target have identified pet supplies as a key growth category, revamping departments and introducing upscale natural and private label products.

Although hundreds of companies market petfood and treats in the United States, 75% of the business goes to a few huge marketers focusing on dogs and cats. Nestlé Purina continues to dominate the US market with an estimated 32% share of sales as of July 2006.

Four other companies claim shares in the 10% range—Mars, Iams (Procter & Gamble), Hill’s Pet Nutrition (Colgate-Palmolive) and Del Monte—with the latter joining the group via its 2006 acquisitions of the Milk-Bone line from Kraft and of Meow Mix from Cyprus Group. During 2005, leading petfood marketers spent nearly US$300 million on consumer advertising, with PetSmart and Petco kicking in another US$57 million.

Pet population trends

In its 2005-2006 National Pet Owners Survey, the American Pet Products Manufacturers Association reports that the percentage of US households owning pets is at its highest level ever, with 63% of US households—numbering 69.1 million—having a pet in 2004, up 7.6% from 64.2 million in 2002. Much of this growth is coming from a rise in the
**Almost half of all dogs and cats are 6 or more years old.**

More dog food SKUs (including various flavors, sizes and packaging) appeared during the first six months of 2006 than in all of 2005, at 743 and 696, respectively, and almost as many new products (148 vs. 158). Health-related products continue to spearhead the premium product thrust, including natural/organic, functional/nutrient enhanced and special diet (lifestyle, weight, health condition and breed). While the big push a year or two ago was toward human-style novelty-type foods for dogs (pizzas, candy, etc.), the emphasis has since shifted toward human-grade fare, often overlapping with natural/organic.
Innovations, sourcing, logistics

3D Corporate Solutions offers pet food ingredients ranging from fresh/frozen protein to spray dried to cooked chicken to grains. The company also provides sourcing services for by-products, fats and bone meals, plus logistical services by rail or truck.

3D Corporate Solutions LLC
Greg Drollinger
200 Central Ave., PO Box 478
Monett, MO USA 65708
Ph: 417-236-9602
Fx: 417-236-0039
greg@3dcorpsol.com
www.3dcorpsol.com

Natural source vitamins

ADM Alliance Nutrition, part of global ADM, provides many natural source ingredients. ADM’s Natural Source Vitamin E (NSE) is an emerging technology, and ADM says it’s the world’s largest producer. Research demonstrates NSE has significantly greater activity than synthetic vitamin E.

ADM Alliance Nutrition Inc.
Mike Wright
1000 N. 30th St.
Quincy, IL 62301 USA
Tel: +1.800.775.3295
Fax: +1.800.555.6516
mike_Wright@admworld.com

Liquid and dry palatants

AFB International formulates, manufactures and markets Optimizer, Enticer and BioFlavor liquid and dry palatants for the petfood and treat markets. AFB states its goal is to provide optimally performing palatability flavor systems at a good value.

AFB International
Ron Grimm, vice president of sales
3 Research Park Dr.
St. Charles, MO 63304 USA
Tel: +1.636.634.4157
Fax: +1.636.634.4626
RGrimm@afbinternational.com
www.afbinternational.com

High-performance film

Alean Packaging introduces the Bulldog family of consumer-friendly petfood packaging films. Bulldog uses advanced film technology to create plastic structures that deliver high-peak, hot-tack performance over a wide range of sealing temperatures.

Alean Inc.
1188 Sherbrooke St. W.
Montreal, Quebec H3A 3G2
Canada
Tel: +1.514.848.8000
www.alean.com
www.aleanpackaging.com

Micro-ingredient scale

Stainless steel micro-scale ingredient bins with standard capacities of 6 and 10 cubic feet eliminate product sticking. One-hundred-pound capacity, rollover-type scale has clean-out enhancement. Options include increased bin capacities, TSS feeders, dust collection pick-up points and feeder shut-off gates.

APEC
Dave Mattice
1201 N. 4th Ave.
Lake Odessa, MI 48849 USA
Tel: +1.616.374.1000
Fax: +1.616.374.1010
davem@apecusa.com
www.apecusa.com

Processing ingredients, blends

The Ameri-Mills facility provides support to the petfood industry by processing ingredients into forms that work well in your plant. Ameri-Pac can process ingredients or blends via grinding, sifting, blending, repackaging bulk-to-bag or bag-to-bulk.

Ameri-Pac Inc.
Marv Moose
1201 N. 4th Ave.
Saint Joseph, MO 64502 USA
Tel: +1.816.233.4530
Fax: +1.816.387.9615
marvm@ameripac.com

Batching systems and extrusion automation

Bachelor Controls offers advanced automated extrusion control and batching system design. Top-floor-to-plant-floor manufacturing execution systems provide information to help petfood producers make critical business decisions.

Bachelor Controls Inc.
Rick Smith
123 North Washington
Sabetha, Kansas 66534 USA
Tel: +1.785.284.3482
Fax: +1.785.284.3461
sales@bachelorcontrols.com
www.bachelorcontrols.com

Recirc oven

The new EM Recirc oven from Baker Perkins offers improvements to meet today’s requirements for baking, sanitation and maintenance. It can also be added onto existing recirc ovens.

Baker Perkins Inc.
Kari Patton
3223 Kraft Ave. SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49512 USA
Tel: +1.616.784.3111
bluehrnt@aol.com
www.badgertrading.com
www.bachelorcontrols.com
www.3dcorpsol.com
www.alcan.com
www.bachelorcontrols.com

New and leading ingredients, equipment, packaging and services for petfood manufacturers worldwide
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Feed ingredients
Bill Barr & Co. Inc. offers high-quality feed ingredients for today’s technical feed formulations. The company sources products worldwide and delivers in bag or bulk, by transport or rail.

Bill Barr & Co. Inc.
Bill Barr, President
8725 Rosehill Road
Suite 101
Lenexa, KS 66215 USA
Tel: +1.800.336.BARR
Fax: +1.913.599.0425
Bill@billbarr.com
www.billbarr.com

Malted barley ingredients
Improve the flavor, texture, nutrition and label of dog and cat foods and treats with all-natural malted barley ingredients and extracts and pre-gelatinized grains from Briess. For natural color, Briess produces all-natural Black Malted Barley Flour or Black Malt Extract.

Briess Malt & Ingredients Co.
Bernadette Wasdovitch
Marketing Communications Manager
625 South Irish Rd., PO Box 229
Chilton, WI 53014 USA
Tel: +1.920.849.7711
Fax: +1.920.849.4277
bwasdovitch@briess.com
www.briess.com

Extrusion system
In response to the demand for more functional petfoods, Bühler has introduced the ECOTwin extrusion system. With capacities to 20,000 kg/hr and full twin screw extrusion capabilities, the system allows for quick changeovers for different particle sizes and great flexibility.

Schutte-Buffalo Hammer Mill offers a full line of grinders and hammer mills, and has the ideal unit for your pet food processing and formulating applications.

- Handles most of your materials with capacity from 1-500 lbs/hour.
- Easy scalability from lab to pilot to production
- Great flexibility — simply change screen and RPM for different particle sizes
- Small batch production unit, perfect for everyday use

With more than 75 years of service to the feed and grain industry, Schutte-Buffalo Hammer Mill offers a full range of American-made products backed by expert service and support.

Call 1-800-4GRIND4 or visit www.hammermills.com for more information.

Schutte Buffalo Hammer Mill
America’s Fastest Growing Hammer Mill Company
61 Depot Street, Box 546, Buffalo, NY 14240-0546 • (716) 855-1555 • Fax: (716) 855-3417

Flexible packaging...

Stock Pre-made Bags • Custom Printing
Labeling Service • Rollstock Laminations

Pacific Bag, Inc. services over 2,800 active customers in more than 40 countries. We help customers make packaging decisions as easy as possible with well-informed and cost-effective packaging recommendations.

Give us a call; we will simplify your packaging decisions. 425.455.1128 • Fax: 425.590.8592

PBI
1.800.562.BAGS
www.pacificbag.com

We ensure the integrity of your seed and feed.

Eurofins ensures the integrity of your seed and feed products with accurate analytical services, marked by responsive turnaround times and outstanding customer service.

Our pet food analysis covers everything from amino acids to minerals, pesticides, vitamins and inorganic materials. Our animal feed experts are noted for their fast, accurate work in meat speciation, mycotoxin detection and phytase and wastewater analysis.

For additional information call 515-265-1461, visit www.eurofinsus.com or email us at info@eurofinsus.com.

©2006 eurofins

From lab to pilot to production, we have the grinder for all your needs.
ECOTwin system is specifically designed to meet the needs of petfood manufacturers.

**Bühler Inc.**
Michael Her
13105 12th Ave. N.
Plymouth, MN 55441 USA
michael.ehr@buhlergroup.com
www.buhlergroup.com

**Variety of grain products**
Cereal Byproducts Co. supplies grain products including those made from rice, oats, barley, rye, flax, wheat, corn and soybeans. The company also provides animal products made from poultry, fish and lamb and products made from milk and cheese.

**Cereal Byproducts Co.**
Dale Danner
PO Box 575
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056 USA
Tel: +1.847.818.1550
Fax: +1.847.818.1659
dale@cerealbyproducts.com
www.cerealbyproducts.com

**High-speed robotic bag palletizing**
Chantland-MHS offers complete design and manufacture of robotic palletizer systems. Touch screen operator interface provides real-time programming, diagnostics and I/O monitoring. Each system is completely set up and test run with your product prior to shipment, ensuring complete system compatibility.

**Chantland-MHS**
Steve Hartmann
PO Box 279
Humboldt, IA 50548 USA
Tel: +1.515.332.4045
Fax: +1.515.332.1502
shartmann@chantland.com
www.chantland.com

**Customized production and packaging**
CJ Foods is a custom producer/packer of superpremium petfoods. With processing plants located in Pawnee City, Nebraska, and Bern, Kansas, USA, CJ Foods focuses on complete, customized production and packaging of premium petfoods and treats.

**CJ Foods Inc.**
Tami Mars
121 Main St.
Bern, KS 66408 USA
Tel: +1.785.336.6132
Fax: +1.785.336.6370
tmars@cjfoodsinc.com
www.cjfoodsinc.com

**Multi-tasking robotic palletizer**
Innovative tooling enables this robotic to simultaneously palletize multiple sizes and types of bags, boxes or bundles. The low-maintenance system stacks up to three production lines, saving floor space.

**Columbia/Okura LLC**
Tim Goode
301 Grove St. Suite A
Vancouver, WA 98661 USA
Tel: +1.360.735.1952
Fax: +1.360.905.1707
pallsales@colmac.com
www.columbiaokura.com

**Equipment available**
Continental Agra Equipment Co. offers customized, horizontal coolers and dryers featuring perforated trays. The company also manufactures extruders, high-speed blenders, electronic platform scales, pellet testers and sewing lines, along with screws, barrels and wear parts for Insta-Pro 2000R and 2500 extruders.

**Continental Agra Equipment Co.**
Gary Livingood
1400 S. Spencer Rd.
Newton, KS 67114 USA
Tel: +1.316.283.9602
Fax: +1.316.283.9584
gary@continentalagra.com
www.continentalagra.com

**Bulk material handling equipment & systems**
Deamco Corp. manufactures bulk material handling equipment and systems nationally and internationally. Products include overlapping bucket elevators, vibratory conveyors/feeders, store-a-veyors and other related equipment, systems and services.

**Deamco Corp.**
Armand Golian
6520 E. Washington Blvd.
City of Commerce, CA 90040 USA
Tel: +1.323.890.1190 Ext. 208
Fax: +1.323.890.1139
agolian@deamco.com
www.deamco.com

**Moisture/dryer control system**
The new DELTA T moisture/dryer control system for petfood and petfood ingredient drying results in a higher mean moisture content without exceeding upper moisture specification limit. The system increases production, reduces unit energy consumption and improves quality.

**Drying Technology Inc.**
John Robinson
PO Box 1635
Silsbee, TX 77656 USA
Tel: +1.409.385.6422
Fax: +1.409.385.6537
drying@moisturecontrols.com
www.moisturecontrols.com

---

**Quality Poultry Proteins & Fats**
Traditions are built on performance. In the rendering industry, they are also built on consistency. Since 1943, Griffin Industries has built a tradition and a reputation for producing the highest quality petfood ingredients to include:

- **Turkey By-Product Meal**
- **Chicken By-Product Meal**
- **Chicken Meal**
- **Poultry Fat**
- **Chicken Fat**
- **EU Certified Products**

For product innovation and formulation flexibility coupled with the peace-of-mind only the most stringent quality assurance and biosecurity programs can deliver, contact Griffin Industries today.

**Griffin Industries**
A Tradition of Ag-Business Since 1943

(859) 781-2010 • www.griffinind.com

Griffin is the first rendering company to certify all plant operations through AAFA’s Safe Food! Safe Feed program.
AFB & NuPetra used to see your business separately. Now they’re on the same page.
Introducing the new AFB, with more capabilities to meet the needs of pet food marketers worldwide.
Nu Petra and its BioFlavor® brand are now part of AFB, allowing us to enhance our responsiveness and fulfill all your current and future palatability needs.

- Broadened Product Line
- Expanded Production Capacity
- Extended Research and Development Capabilities
- A Clear Focus On The Future

www.afbinternational.com • 636.281.0040
Counterflow dryer service
Geelen Counterflow dryers now come with a three-year worldwide support contract providing yearly on-site service visits to check condition, optimize energy efficiency, upgrade process control software and train operators. The service contract also covers 24/7 telephone and modem support.

Andzja Kwiatek, Peter Schreursweg 38 Haelen 6081 NX, Netherlands
Tel: +31 475 592315 Fax: +31 475 592767
info@geelencounterflow.com
www.geelencounterflow.com

Oats and barley for production needs
La Crosse Milling specializes in the processing of oats and barley for both human food and animal feeds. The company manufactures conventional and organic grains that can be steam rolled, pearled, cracked or ground to fit your production needs.

La Crosse Milling Co.
Cara Lee Wiersgalla
PO Box 86, Cochrane, WI 54622 USA
Tel: +1.608.248.2222 Fax: +1.608.248.2221
caralee@lacrossemilling.com
www.lacrossemilling.com

Gum blends
Create cost-effective gels, achieve intermediate moisture levels, prevent splash and thicken and extend shelf life using new hydrocolloid blends from Gum Technology. Gum blends have applications in semi-moist, canned, dry mixes, soft treats, gravies, re-formed meats, liquid feeds and pellets.

Gum Technology Corp.
Joshua Brooks

Dried fruit and vegetable products
Marshall produces dehydrated fruit and vegetable ingredients for petfood manufacturers, specializing in alternative fiber sources such as apple, blueberry, cranberry, carrot and more.

Marshall Dried Goods
Mike Liseno and Jon DeMay
5740 Limekiln Road, Wolcott, NY 14590 USA
Tel: +1.315.594.1760 Fax: +1.315.594.1956
mliseno@marshall.com; jdemay@marshallpet.com
www.orchardsweets.com

All-natural and organic meats
Maverick Ranch is a processor and supplier of all-natural and organic meats. Its beef, buffalo, pork, lamb, veal and poultry, plus chicken back bones and breast bones (frames), are sold and distributed throughout the USA.

Maverick Ranch Natural Meats
David Kantar
5360 North Franklin Street, Denver, CO 80219 USA
Tel: +1.303.408.9166
davids@maverickranch.com
www.maverickranch.com

Insect/infestation evaluation
Northwest Coatings offers high-pressure insect studies for the evaluation of existing or novel commercial packaging design resistance to infestation. All species used are economically important stored-product pests—including the mold mite.

Northwest Coatings LLC
Jade Vardeman
7210 Cessna Dr., Greensboro, NC 27409 USA
Tel: +1.336.605.5100 Fax: +1.336.605.5107
jadev@northwestcoatings.com
www.northwestcoatings.com

Emulsifying equipment
The Pappas 225 DPE Emulsifier features “floating knives,” capable for dry or wet input. All Pappas equipment is heavy-duty, sanitary stainless steel requiring minimal maintenance.

Pappas Inc.
John Pappas
575 E. Milwaukee, Detroit, MI 48202 USA
Tel: +1.313.873.1800 Fax: +1.313.875.7805
John@Pappasinc.com www.pappasinc.com

Palatability testing without cages
Preference Technology helps streamline R&D so clients can bring products to market sooner and at lower cost. It delivers detailed research results—from new radio frequency identification technology—without cages. Cats “work” in a comfortable homelike setting.

Preference Technology Inc.
Ron Fuller
New batch controller

The new DISOMAT Opus can operate as a single feeder loss-of-weight or gain-in-weight batch control, as well as a simple weight indication device. Profibus, Modbus and DeviceNet fieldbus communications are available.

Schenck AccuRate
Mike Karas
746 E. Milwaukee St., Whitewater, WI 53190
Tel: +1.877.498.2670 Fax: +1.262.473.2489
mktg@accuratefeeders.com
www.accuratefeeders.com

Salmon oil

VRG is the source for cold-pressed, fresh wild Alaskan salmon oil. Bulk totes can be shipped to your packaging facility, or the company can provide private label contract services. Salmon oil is claimed to be naturally high in EPA and DHA and low in harmful pollutants.

Veterinary Resource Group Inc.
Ted Hayes
5114 Pt Fosdick Dr., #E PMB32
Gig Harbor, WA 98335 USA
Tel: +1.253.581.1880 Fax: +1.253.589.3324
sales@vrg-usa.com www.alaskasalmonoil.com

Alfalfa products

Vitalfa says ANC (Alfalfa Nutrient Concentrate) is a superpremium, human-grade ingredient offering natural green coloring (100% natural chlorophyll A&B) and complete source nutrition (lutein; zeaxanthin; omega 3/6 fatty acids; 52% protein). Other products include probiotics, yucca extracts, citrus powders and enzymes.

Vitalfa LLC
Rob Brewster
7121 Canby Ave., Reseda, CA 91335 USA
Tel: +1.818.705.4100 Fax: +1.818.881.6370
rbrewster@vitalfa.com www.vitalfa.com

Do you risk inconsistent flavor and quality using inaccurate feeders? Schenck AccuRate’s MECHATRON® handles even difficult-to-feed dry materials with superior accuracy. Disassembly from the non-process side allows for easy cleaning and quick product changeovers.

Our sanitary-grade DEA open frame weightbelt offers easy wash-down, all stainless steel construction in 12” and 24” wide belt sizes.

schenckAccuRate
(877) 498-2670
mktg@accuratefeeders.com
www.accuratefeeders.com

Natural Green Nutrition Supreme

Your 100% Natural Chlorophyll Source With Added Nutrition

Trusted by Pet Food Manufacturers for over 40 years!

VITALFA

7121 Canby Avenue
Reseda, CA 91335-4304
818-705-4100
877-228-9262
fax 818-881-6370
www.vitalfa.com
info@vitalfa.com

Our sanitary-grade DEA open frame weightbelt offers easy wash-down, all stainless steel construction in 12” and 24” wide belt sizes.

schenckAccuRate
(877) 498-2670
mktg@accuratefeeders.com
www.accuratefeeders.com
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Chronic renal failure (CRF) is a common clinical condition in cats. Its prevalence is 30% in animals more than 15 years old. Clearly, preventing kidney disease could have a major impact on feline health. Although there is no direct experimental evidence, it is reasonable to suggest that a low dietary phosphorus concentration contributes to the prevention of renal disease.

Claims vs. reality

Various complete diets for senior cats claim to help prevent kidney disease. Out of 12 such diets for senior cats, five diets explicitly linked a low phosphorus content with the claim. Given an ideal dietary phosphorus concentration of 0.2-0.3 g/MJ, the label claim for three out of the five diets can be considered misleading.

The progression of CRF can be diminished and thus survival of the patient extended, but the condition cannot be healed. There now is strong evidence that appropriate dietary management, especially a low phosphorus intake, will enhance survival of cats with CRF. Consequently, some researchers theorize that restricting phosphorus intake will reduce the risk of the disease developing.

Evidence of efficacy

Phosphorus restriction diminishes the severity of histologically determined kidney mineralization and fibrosis in cats with induced renal failure, indicating that loss of kidney function was retarded (see Table 1, p. 36). In rat models of renal failure, similar results have been observed. There is a consensus that phosphorus restriction counteracts the renal secondary hyperparathyroidism and subsequent kidney mineralization. Lowering of nephrocalcinosis diminishes the loss of nephrons commonly seen in CRF and thereby retards the progression of the disease to end stage. Thus, a low phosphorus concentration is the mainstay in the dietetic food for cats with CRF.

Theoretical considerations and experimental research have led to further dietary modifications that may be beneficial in patients with CRF. Apart from phosphorus restriction, the characteristics of a dietetic food for feline kidney patients are protein restriction, low sodium con-

Key points

- There are no controlled, prospective trials showing that phosphorus restriction prevents the development of renal failure in cats.
- Phosphorus restriction reduces nephrocalcinosis in healthy cats.
- Phosphorus restriction reduces progression of renal failure in animal models.
- Low phosphorus dietetic foods are effective in feline patients with renal failure.
- Probably, low phosphorus intake prevents renal failure in cats.
Winning Brands
Dress for Success

It’s a dog eat dog world where shelf appeal means life or death to your brand. Dress your best with high impact packaging, resealable convenience, and sustained freshness.

Your brand’s success is in the bag with Peel Plastics.

Call: 1-905-456-3660
Visit: www.peelplastics.com
tent, high potassium content, a positive base excess, application of the nitrogen trap and a high level of eicosapentaenoic acid. Also, it is important to ensure the restriction of essential nutrients does not cause a deficiency.

A prospective study with cats has demonstrated that a dietetic food decreased the decline of kidney function and increased survival time (Elliot et al., 2000). In a retrospective study, an increase in survival time was found when feline patients were fed a dietetic food instead of a normal diet (Plantinga et al., 2005). On average, the survival time from CRF diagnosis is eight months without dietary treatment, but 20 months when an appropriate kidney diet is fed.

**Scrutinizing dietary phosphorus levels**

A decrease in phosphorus intake lowers kidney calcification in healthy cats (Pastoor et al., 1995a). Nephrocalcinosis is considered a crucial factor in initiating the loss of nephrons.

Phosphorus in diets is present in the form of various organic and inorganic phosphates. The minimum total phosphorus requirement of adult cats fed a purified diet is 0.1-0.2 g/MJ (Pastoor et al., 1995b). Dry diets may contain 25% of total phosphorus in unavailable phytate form so the minimum range for these diets is 0.13-0.27 g/MJ (0.20-0.41%). A proper kidney diet for adult patients should contain a phosphorus concentration in the minimum range, but not a lower concentration so as to prevent phosphorus deficiency.

**Evaluation of diets for senior cats**

It may not be required that a preventive diet be as harshly restricted in phosphorus as is a dietetic food for CRF patients. Thus, it could be suggested that a diet for senior cats should contain 0.2-0.3 g phosphorus/MJ. For comparison, the phosphorus requirement of kittens is 0.5 g/MJ. Obviously, adult cats at maintenance have a lower phosphorus requirement than do young growing cats.

Plantinga and Beynen (2003) chemically analyzed and qualified 15 commercially available, complete diets for senior cats. Manufacturers of 12 diets explicitly linked their claim to the prevention kidney disease. Labels for five of the 12 diets explicitly linked their alleged low phosphorus content with the claim.

Table 1 documents the analyzed phosphorus contents of the five diets and the label values. Diets 1, 2 and 5 are low in phosphorus can be considered misleading. Diets 3 and 4 had appropriately low phosphorus contents, the label values closely matching the analyzed values.

**Misleading labels?**

There is circumstantial evidence to conclude that a low intake of phosphorus may contribute to prevention of renal disease of cats. The corresponding claim frequently associated with diets for senior cats can thus be appreciated. The phosphorus content of such diets should be in the range of 0.27-0.4 g/MJ for dry diets and 0.2-0.3 g/MJ for canned diets. However, there are manufacturers claiming a low phosphorus content for diets for senior cats, and their claims can be considered misleading.

---

**Table 1. Phosphorus restriction as sole dietary variable and progression of renal disease in cats with subtotal nephrectomy. Data are expressed as means for eight animals per dietary treatment (Ross et al., 1982).**

**Table 2. Phosphorus contents of diets for senior cats based on label values and chemical analysis. All five diets had a claim that the low phosphorus content of the diet contributes to the prevention or renal failure.**

---

Dr. Beynen is professor of Veterinary Nutrition at the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Utrecht University, Netherlands, Tel: +31.30.253.4002, Fax: +31.30.253.1817, E-mail: A.C.Beynen@vet.uu.nl. He teaches nutrition and his research focuses on the dietary control of intermediary metabolism.
FDA public meeting focuses on Health Consequence Scoring

The Center for Veterinary Medicine in the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) held a public meeting on September 12, 2006, at its headquarters in Rockville, Maryland, USA, to discuss progress on development of its Animal Feed Safety System (AFSS). This program, initiated in 2003, is a multi-pronged approach by the agency to identify and address gaps in protection against risks to animal and public health from exposure to animal feed—including petfood.

In its effort to implement a “comprehensive, risk-based and preventive” feed safety program, FDA has identified four major areas of concern: the ingredient approval process, animal feed contaminants, process control and regulatory oversight. A draft framework outlining the principles and goals of AFSS can be found on its website (www.fda.gov/cvm/afssdraftframework.htm).

I believe this was the third public meeting on AFSS, but this one was specifically focused on the animal feed contaminant aspect. In fact, it addressed only one specific component of that aspect, namely, “Health Consequence Scoring.”

What is Health Consequence Scoring?

As described at the meeting, FDA intends to assign a Health Consequence Score (HCS) to each identifiable potentially hazardous contaminant of animal feed or feed ingredients. This will include chemical contaminants, pathogenic microorganisms and physical contaminants, although to date more work has been done on the former two categories than the physical contaminant category. An HCS is comprised of two factors: the likelihood of illness upon exposure to the contaminant and the potential severity of the illness. These are identified as the Potency Score (PS) and the Severity Score (SS), respectively. Scores can be different whether they are assessments of the acute adverse effects, chronic (non-cancer) adverse effects or carcinogenic effects.

For example, an acute PS may be 1 for a chemical substance with an established high oral LD50 (a toxicological determination of the oral dose required to kill 50% of exposed animals). In other words, it would take consumption of a lot of this substance at once to have an adverse effect. A substance with a known low LD50, on the other hand, could have a PS as high as 10. An SS could also range from 1 to 10, with adverse effects ranging from none to death. The HCS, then, is defined as PS times SS. A contaminant with an HCS closer to 1 may be deemed to have minimal health consequences, while one approaching 100 would be of far greater concern.

FDA still has a lot of work in this area.

— David Dzanis

What is it good for?

By itself, the HCS is not very revealing about the potential risk posed by a particular contaminant, and to rely on that value alone for guidance may lead to false impressions. To truly understand the risk, the likelihood of exposure to that contaminant in feed must also be assessed, so FDA intends to develop a method to assign what I presume will be called an Exposure Score (ES) for each potential contaminant as well. While the agency is reportedly close to releasing its thoughts on how the ES will be determined, details are being saved until the next public meeting.

Multiplying the HCS by the ES for a given substance will provide a Relative Risk Score, an estimate of risk relative to other contaminants. By ranking the results, regulatory program priorities, resource allocations and other risk management decisions can then be based in part on this relative risk ranking of contaminants. That does not mean, though, that the contaminant with the highest relative risk will receive the highest regulatory priority.

As I understand it, many other factors come into play, such as the availability of resources required to imple-
ment a risk management program and the potential effectiveness of that program with the available resources. For example, if due to unique issues with a contaminant, its risk cannot be managed despite commitment of considerable resources, then a contaminant with lower relative risk, but where effective measures are practical to implement, may be of higher priority to the agency.

Reportedly, FDA will use these relative risk rankings for internal guidance only—i.e., not to make regulatory decisions about an individual case of feed contamination. In those circumstances, an assessment to determine absolute risk, versus relative risk, is more appropriate.

Next steps

Based on the public feedback, FDA still has a lot of work in this area. For example, one meeting attendee seriously questioned the logic of a PS value at all for microbiologic pathogens, since as the organisms grow in the contaminated feed this value would change over time.

Personally, I have reservations about characterizing approved food additives as “contaminants,” as presented at the meeting. Clearly, there must be regulatory oversight to ensure safe use of these ingredients, but lumping them in with things like pesticides, mycotoxins and dioxin may lead to incorrect impressions of their safety when used as required by law in feed. Perhaps when the ES values for these substances are determined, their relative risks can be put in proper context, and a more accurate representation of their safety will be seen.

Also, FDA noted that it is simply lacking data to allow for sound HCS determinations for many contaminants. An appeal was made for public input of safety data to facilitate the process, but it was made clear that any submission to the agency would be publicly releasable information.

As mentioned above, the next public meeting will discuss FDA’s intended methods of ES determination (and presumably, more on the HCS for physical contaminants). It is not known when the next meeting will be at this time. In the interim, it is my understanding that FDA intends to post the presentations and transcripts from this meeting on the AFSS Docket (www.fda.gov/ohrms/dockets/dockets/03n0312/03n0312.htm).

Dr. Dzanis is a writer and independent consultant for the petfood and animal feed industries on matters related to veterinary nutrition, labeling and regulation. He can be reached at Tel: +1.661.251.3543, Fax: +1.661.251.3203, E-mail: dzanis@aol.com.

Problems?

We solve ‘em daily for petfood manufacturers worldwide

“We’ve too many particles left in the machine when we emulsify bones”

“We need output capacity of 500 to 2,000 pounds or more per minute”

“Our emulsifier begins to struggle when materials are 20°F or colder”

“We’re spending too much time dismantling and cleaning”

If any of these comments sound familiar, call us now at 313-873-1800. You will talk with a person who actually knows petfood manufacturing, understands your problem, and will offer a solution. You will find that our flagship products are stainless steel, sanitary, heavy duty, low maintenance and made in the USA.

PAPPAS, Inc.
Established 1921

575 E. Milwaukee • Detroit, MI 48202 • 1-800-521-0888
Outside US: 313-873-1800 • Fax: 313-873-7805
Email: sales@pappasinc.com • Website: www.pappasinc.com
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Onions and garlic offer flavor in the right amounts

Onions, garlic and their close cousins chives, shallots and leeks have been documented as food and medicine for well over 5,000 years. They have been cultivated, worshipped, valued as currency and used to ward off evil spirits from the time of the early Egyptians to the present day. The aroma and seasoning ability of these bulbous herbs are substantial and unmistakable; but their use in early human diets may have as much to do with their ease of growth, water content, storage capacity and preservation properties as do their taste.

Numerous benefits for humans and pets alike

These herbs have been associated with a number of health benefits including cholesterol lowering, anti-hypertensive, anti-thrombotic, anti-neoplastic and anti-infective (Tattelman, 2005). Each contains a number of nutritionally relevant compounds such as fructans, organic minerals, flavanoids, B vitamins and hundreds of organo-sulfur compounds. Extracts from both onions and garlic have been shown to have anti-bacterial and anti-fungal properties. With so many positives, it seems natural that pet owners and well-intentioned petfood companies would want to include them in the diet of dogs or cats.

Use in petfood adds palatability

Several petfood companies use onion flavor or onion powder in their products and actively promote them. Further, a number of petfood companies incorporate garlic into their formulas, more frequently in dog foods than cat foods. These are established and mainstream petfood companies that have conducted feeding trials to substantiate these foods.

More often onion flavor can be found in treats and jerky. Most likely it is added to improve palatability for the dog and possibly as an aroma mask for both pet and owner. Garlic is often added to dog foods as a flavoring agent, but its utility for this purpose is most likely more about perception than enhancing palatability, as a greater increase in palatability can be achieved with a similar amount of fat or meat ingredients. Garlic is also a common ingredient in dog and cat supplements.

For petfood applications, onions and garlic can be sourced through the market for human food ingredients, as few feed ingredient brokers carry them. For those with the capacity to utilize them in the raw form, onion bulbs and garlic cloves are available. They can also be found as a puree, dried bits, powder or a flavored salt. Oil extracts, especially for garlic, are available. Aged garlic extract appears to be a popular form.

But wait, are there problems ahead?

However, in large enough quantities, both of these ingredients can create problems for dogs and/or cats—specifically, onions and/or garlic can lead to anemia and ultimately death. Reports of onion-associated anemia in dogs and cats started as early as the 1930s. In the 1980s, it was discovered that onions and garlic in various forms could lead to (reversible) hemolytic anemia in dogs and cats. In the 1980s, it was discovered that onions and garlic in various forms could lead to (reversible) hemolytic anemia in dogs and cats.

This onion- and/or garlic-induced anemia is brought about by specific oxidizing sulfur compounds overwhelming the antioxidant capacity of the red blood cells (Hu et al., 2002; Yamato et al., 2003). Oxidative damage to the red blood cell ultimately limits the oxygen transport capability of the blood. Unlike humans, the dog has weak antioxidant activity at the red blood cell membrane, and the hemoglobin of the cat is more susceptible to oxidative damage than is...
that of other species (Cope, 2005). Thus, the reason dogs and cats react negatively relative to their human counterparts is that they are simply more sensitive. Unfortunately, supplementation with antioxidants does not overcome these oxidizing effects (Hill et al., 2001).

All forms of onions have been implicated: raw, cooked, dried, pureed, etc. Dosages of 5 g/kg body weight for cats or 15-30 g/kg body weight for dogs have been reported to result in clinically important hematologic changes and "toxicosis" at consumption of more than 0.5% of body weight (Cope, 2005). There is also a genetic component to the response as certain breeds of dog, such as the Japanese breeds, are more susceptible (Yamato et al., 1998).

Fewer reports exist on the ill effects of garlic or its "toxic" dose. But of the few, one noted that garlic (boiled-dehydrated) at a dose equivalent to 5 g/kg body weight led to the appearance of damaged red blood cells, but did not develop into hemolytic anemia (Lee et al., 2000). Unlike onions, form may significantly affect these results as aged garlic extract supposedly acts more like an antioxidant in opposition to raw or boiled garlic, which may stimulate oxidation (Amagasse et al., 2001). Aged garlic extract was also reported to be milder to canine stomach mucosa than boiled dehydrated or raw garlic (Hoshino et al., 2001), which has been noted to lead to ulcers.

While there are many well-intentioned lists that state unequivocally that onions and garlic are toxins, the evidence at hand would suggest that these may be a bit too black and white. It does appear from the literature that onion is a problem for cats at most dos-
es (Robertson et al., 1998); but similar data regarding garlic ingestion by cats is missing. For dogs, small amounts of onion may be fine, and for garlic it may be a matter of finding the right form. It would be helpful if more research regarding onions and garlic was conducted at dosages practical for petfoods.

Dr. Greg Aldrich is president of Pet Food & Ingredient Technology Inc., which facilitates innovations in foods and ingredients for companion animals. Tel: +1.785.271.0238, E-mail: aldrich4@cox.net.
Think globally, act now

In the US, private label petfoods do not dominate the market as they do in much of the world. In an international setting, private label is considered a mature market segment, particularly in the western European region. However, the fastest growing private label petfood opportunities are in underdeveloped or emerging markets.

To put it in perspective, according to AC Nielsen, private label petfood sales account for about 19% of all private label sales of consumer package goods globally.

Furthermore, petfoods are the third largest growth category (11%) of all private label products, behind cosmetics and baby food products. Globally, private label dog food sales are more than double brand name sales.

Mature and non-mature markets

When considering the global marketplace, five regions are typically under the microscope: North America, Europe, Asia Pacific, Latin America and underdeveloped or emerging markets. Evaluating the global marketplace means viewing the market in two ways:

➤ The mature markets, which include the regions of North America and Western Europe;
➤ The non-mature markets, which include Asia Pacific, Latin America and emerging markets.

According to Euromonitor, mature markets account for about 70% of all dog and cat food volume and value sales. From a volume standpoint, these regions are seeing average growth year over year. From a value perspective, growth is significant due to increasing demand for premium-priced petfood products and services.

Non-mature markets, though a smaller share of total petfood volume, are seeing tremendous growth in value and volume, which, according to Euromonitor, is attributed to increased pet ownership.

Countries like Argentina, Brazil and Mexico are the major players in the Latin American market, while Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary are countries from the eastern European block that are contributing significantly to the growth trend.

Japan dominates, but all eyes are on China

According to Euromonitor’s 2005 report, Japan dominates the petfood sales in the Asia Pacific region, as it accounts for 75% of the total sales. However, China is becoming a very popular location to set up shop and entice the local consumer with mid-priced and premium petfood offerings.

Pet ownership in China is on the increase due to a variety of factors:

➤ The relaxing of domestic policies on pet breeding;
➤ Small family households and a growing, aging population;
➤ A change in perception among urban citizens with higher levels of disposable incomes;
➤ The desire for companionship, due to increased stress in an increasingly fast past environment.

Euromonitor’s research also shows that in China, the younger adults are viewing pet ownership as a fashion and identity statement much like young adults in the US.

Dog and cat food sales are expected to develop rapidly as outside major players increasingly see China as a lucrative petfood market.

Lucrative return for manufacturers

The existence of underdeveloped markets that show promise, fueled by shifts in attitudes toward pet ownership, is good news for petfood manufacturers. It is evident that the petfood companies that can tap into popular culture and penetrate these emerging markets will realize a lucrative return.

Dr. Huntley Manhertz, Jr., is a consumer product goods market researcher and an independent writer. He can be reached at Tel: +1.813.310.0237, E-mail: info@consumerlinkageresearch.com.
Order up from “THE BARR”!

This is Barr Country. We source the world. We deliver in bag or bulk, by transport or rail. For fastest ingredient service, call or fax your order today.

Amino acids, buffers, direct feed microbials, enzymes, flavors, milk replacers, minerals, natural pigments, pelleting agents, phosphates, specialty ingredients, vitamins and surfactants.

Bill Barr & Co., Inc.
8725 Rosehill Rd. • Suite 101 • Lenexa, KS 66215
1-800-336-BARR • FAX (913) 599-0425
www.billbarr.com • e-mail: Bill@billbarr.com
Private labels pinched, hyperpremiums thrive

It is not easy being a producer of private label petfoods in the west of Europe at present. No clearer indication of this could be imagined than the recent industry stories that a major lending bank had refused funding for a proposed new private label petfood plant because it did not believe in the business model advanced with the loan application.

Other reports refer to the closure of at least one plant. Another company experienced cutbacks in investment plans. These reports are seen as illustrating a general malaise in which private label manufacturers find themselves in a cost-price squeeze, against a background of the rapid rise of private label production capacity in Europe.

Obviously, the major grocery retailers prefer to sell their own petfoods if possible. These offer a better margin than they would obtain from the equivalent sale of an independently branded product. To see the evidence, glance at the lineup of products at any supermarket. The brands are there, but they may be outnumbered.

At the same time, more manufacturing companies have entered the race in a bid to win a share of the private label business. The competition grows almost daily in terms of new market entrants. It has handed the grocery chains the opportunity to become even more aggressive in negotiating with regular private label petfood suppliers. Hence, there’s powerful pressure for suppliers to accept retailers’ demands—even though supplier costs are mounting.

However, market watchers call all this a readjustment more than a fundamental change. They predict some removal of capacity in the short term, but a return to more agreeable levels of profitability once the supply-demand balance has been restored.

Hyperpremium petfoods

Wanted in Germany: A new name for extra-special petfoods. It is no longer enough to talk about premium or super-premium products, Bianca Corcoran of market watch company Information Resources has told the German food sector publication Lebensmittel Zeitung. The time may have arrived when the only possible description for top-of-the-range products is “hyperpremium.”

Certainly, pure luxury is now a clear selling point, not least in the area of wet foods for cats. Hyperpremium petfoods seem to be leading the market charge in Germany in 2006.

Peter Best is the European editor for Petfood Industry magazine. He can be contacted at: best@watt4.demon.co.uk.
Our Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology shifts the paradigm for feline food preference testing. It records ALL THE DATA related to feline feeding, not just first choice and total consumption.

We’re cageless because no cage setup can match our no-stress in-home environment.

Increase your knowledge. Lower your R&D costs. Be more humane.

Contact us now! 815-473-4035 ron_fuller@hughes.net

Diet restriction and osteoarthritis in dogs

This study was conducted to evaluate the effects of diet restriction on development of radiographic evidence of hip joint osteoarthritis in dogs. In a longitudinal cohort study, 48 Labrador Retrievers from seven litters were used. The 6-week-old puppies were paired with littermates by sex and weight, and each mate was randomly assigned to one of two groups of 24 dogs each.

Starting at 8 weeks of age, one group was fed ad libitum (control fed) and the other was fed 25% less (restricted fed) of the same diet for life on a pairwise basis. The dogs' hip joints were radiographed in the standard VD hip-extended view at multiple intervals prior to 1 year of age and at annual intervals thereafter based on birthdate. A board-certified radiologist unaware of group assignment scored the radiographs for evidence of osteoarthritis.

Restricted feeding delayed or prevented development of radiographic signs of hip joint osteoarthritis in this cohort of Labrador Retrievers. Lifetime maintenance of 25% diet restriction delayed onset and reduced severity of hip joint osteoarthritis, thus favorably affecting both duration and quality of life.

In addition, the data indicated that development of hip joint osteoarthritis was not bimodal in these dogs but occurred as a continuum throughout life.


Primary hair growth in dogs and selenium

The objective of this study was to investigate the effect of dietary selenium (Se) concentration on hair growth in dogs. Thirty-six beagles were stratified into six groups based on age, gender and body condition score. The dogs were fed a torula yeast-based canned food for three weeks. Then the dogs were fed varying amounts of selenium supplied as selenomethionine for an additional 24 weeks. Analyzed selenium concentrations in the experimental foods for the six groups were 0.04, 0.09, 0.12, 0.54, 1.03 and 5.04 mg/kg dry matter, respectively. Body weight and food intake were not affected by the selenium treatments.

Serum selenium concentration was...
PET FOOD PROCESSING & CANNING OPERATION
Complete Tortilla Chip Lines & Packaging Machinery
Most Equipment Still Installed & Ready To Run!

BID ONLINE AT WWW.MICHAELFOX.COM
For more info, terms, lot listing and photos, visit our website.

Bryan Goodman
800-722-3334, Ext. 235

FORBERG™
www.forberg.no
Highly-Nutritious, Natural, Dried, Freeze-Dried, Dehydrated

BID ONLINE AT WWW.MICHAELFOX.COM
For more info, terms, lot listing and photos, visit our website.
similar initially, but was significantly different at the end of the study among groups. Dietary selenium concentration below 0.12 mg/kg diet may be marginal for an adult dog. Dietary treatment had no effect on serum total thyroxine (TT₄), free thyroxine (FT₄) and free 3,3',5'-triiodothyronine (FT₃).

There was a significant diet and time interaction (p = 0.038) for total 3,3',5'-triiodothyronine (TT₃).

Hair growth was similar among groups initially, but significantly reduced in dogs fed diets containing 0.04, 0.09 or 5.04 mg Se/kg when compared with 0.12, 0.54 and 1.03 mg Se/kg at week 11 (p < 0.05) and week 22 (p = 0.061). These results demonstrated that both low and high selenium diets reduce hair growth in adult dogs.


Dietary modification for chronic kidney disease

This study was conducted to determine whether a renal diet modified in protein, phosphorus, sodium and lipid content was superior to an adult maintenance diet in minimizing uremic episodes and mortality rate in cats with stage 2 or 3 chronic kidney disease (CKD). A double-masked, randomized, controlled clinical trial was conducted on 45 client-owned cats with spontaneous stage 2 or 3 CKD.

Cats were randomly assigned to an adult maintenance diet (n = 23 cats) or a renal diet (22) and evaluated tri-monthly for up to 24 months. Efficacy of the renal diet, compared with the maintenance diet, in minimizing uremia, renal-related deaths and all causes of death were evaluated. Serum urea nitrogen concentrations were significantly lower and blood bicarbonate concentrations were significantly higher in the renal diet group at baseline and during the 12- and 24-month intervals. Significant differences were not detected in body weight, Hct, urine protein-to-creatine and parathyroid hormone concentrations. A significantly greater percentage of cats fed the maintenance diet had uremic episodes (26%), compared with cats fed the renal diet (0%). There was a significant reduction in renal-related deaths, but not all causes of death were detected in cats fed the renal diet.

The renal diet evaluated in this study was found to be superior to an adult maintenance diet in minimizing uremic episodes and renal-related deaths in cats with spontaneous stage 2 or 3 CKD.

New products + new opportunities = continued market growth at Petfood Forum 2007

April 16-18 at the Hyatt Regency O’Hare Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, USA

Petfood Forum is the premier event for busy petfood industry executives like you. This is the only conference that offers exciting and informative sessions, plus plenty of networking opportunities and access to other professionals in this fast-growing and exciting field. Petfood Forum is where you can learn all about:

- Marketing and production
  - New product trends.
  - Popular functional ingredients.
  - Product-packaging case study.
  - Scrutinizing super premium petfoods.
  - Global sales trends.
  - Exploring niche markets.
  - Latest packaging materials/equipment.
  - Production—what’s new and innovative.

- Nutrition and regulatory issues
  - US regulatory report.
  - New and significant global regulations.
  - Obesity prevention.
  - Nutrition for skin and gut health.
  - Cognitive palatability testing.
  - Genomics—customized diets.
  - Innovative treats.
  - Point/counterpoint—new NRC requirements.

New for 2007! Three exciting general sessions:
- Retailing extra—Pet retailing executives explain all about what pet owners want and need.
- Leaders roundtable—Petfood company CEOs on where the future of the industry is headed.
- Future trends—Gain access to our exclusive in-depth market research and take a peek at what the global petfood industry will be like in 2015.

PLUS! After Petfood Forum, don’t miss:

Petfood Focus 2007: Treats
April 18-19, Hyatt Regency O’Hare Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, USA

This comprehensive educational program offers an in-depth look at the exploding market for pet treats.

Learn about new products around the world, one company’s success with treats, functional ingredients, production innovations, new packaging ideas, regulatory issues and more!

To register for either event, turn the page or go to www.watnet.com/petfoodforum.
Registration Form
Or register online at www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum

Petfood Forum 2007
April 16-18, 2007
Hyatt Regency O’Hare Hotel
Chicago, Illinois, USA

Petfood Focus on Treats
April 18-19, 2007
Hyatt Regency O’Hare Hotel
Chicago, Illinois, USA

Choose your event(s):
☐ Petfood Forum 2007 only
☐ Petfood Focus on Treats only
☐ Both Petfood Forum and Petfood Focus

Please type or print CLEARLY, IN CAPITAL LETTERS (as you would like it to appear on your name tag):

Name (last, first)** Company name
Address __________________________ City __________________________
State ___________ Zip/postal code __________ Country/province __________________________
Phone __________________________ Fax __________________________ E-mail __________________________

**For additional attendees, please use a photocopy of this form, or register online at www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum.

Method of payment:
☐ Check ☐ Money order ☐ MasterCard ☐ VISA
☐ American Express ☐ Discover

Personal name on credit card __________________________ Card number __________________________
Signature __________________________ Expiration date __________________________

Registration for Petfood Forum 2007 includes four meals, two receptions and three refreshment breaks; for Petfood Focus on Treats, one reception, one breakfast and one coffee break.

Please return this form with full payment (payable to Watt Publishing Co.—Petfood Forum/Focus 2007) to:
Petfood Forum/Focus 2007
122 S. Wesley Ave.
Mt. Morris, IL 61054-1497 USA
Fax +1.815.734.5631

NOTE: Registrations will not be processed without payment. Rate is determined by date payment is received. Prior to March 15, 2007, attendee registration fees are refundable minus a cancellation fee; for more information, contact Marcia Riddle at mriddle@wattnet.net or +1.815.734.5633. Substitution of registered personnel is available at no charge. Watt Publishing, Co. reserves the right to substitute speakers and change schedule as necessary. If anyone in your party requires special assistance, please contact us.

PLEASE MAKE HOTEL RESERVATIONS DIRECTLY WITH THE HYATT REGENCY O’HARE HOTEL
In the US, Canada and territories, call +1.800.233.1234. All others, call +1.847.696.1234.

Be sure to identify yourself as a Petfood Forum 2007 or Petfood Focus on Treats participant prior to March 30, 2007, to receive our special group rate. Room availability is limited; reservations will be handled on a first come, first served basis.

Are you interested in exhibiting at Petfood Forum 2007?
Please provide the following information:

Name __________________________ Company name __________________________
Telephone __________________________ E-mail __________________________

Or contact Ginny Stadel at +1.815.734.5691 or gstadel@wattnet.net. For more information, visit www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum.
New products + new innovations = new growth opportunities
at Petfood Forum Europe 2007
May 8, Jaarbeurs Halls, Utrecht, Netherlands

This conference will be the exciting petfood portion of Victam International—the world’s premier agrifeed show. Petfood Forum Europe connects you with other leaders in the global petfood industry.

You will learn about:
• New and functional/healthy ingredients.
• Debate: nutrition and longevity.
• Advances in palatability testing.
• European sales trends.
• Niche markets.
• Production innovations.

Registration is 195 Euros and includes all educational sessions plus breakfast, lunch and an afternoon refreshment break.

For more information or to register, go to www.wattnet.com/petfoodforum.

To find out more about Victam International and available hotels, visit www.victam.com.
**Marketplace**

**TOMATO POMACE**
LaBudde Group
262-375-9111

**For your petfood ingredients and special blends**

**ADM Animal Health & Nutrition**
contact us at 877.236.2460 or animalnutrition@admworld.com

**Hesco**
For Milled Whole Grains Available
*AIB “Superior” Facility *Kosher *HACCP Program
800-243-7264 www.hesco-inc.com Watertown, SD

**ENRECO**
Manufacturer of Premium, All Natural, Non-G.M.O., Human-Food Grade Ingredients:
- OMEGA 3 FROM STABILIZED FLAX
- AIB CERTIFIED
- KOSHER CERTIFIED
- CERTIFIED ORGANIC INGREDIENTS

**Batching Systems • Extrusion Automation**

**BCI**
Batch Engine
MIS Solution Suite for Batching Applications
Bachelor Controls, Inc.
Systems Integration for Manufacturing
785.284.3442 • www.bachelorcontrols.com

**TipTrak**
bucket elevators
- quiet
- spillage free
- gentle handling
- low maintenance

**UNITRAK**
905.885.8168 www.unitrak.com

**Blue Ridge Kennel**
USDA registered research facility performing petfood testing since 1975.
Traditional and in-home panels available.
Contact: Paul Plessner telephone: 334/567-8195

**Pizzey’s Milling**
Angusville, MB. Canada
Enhance the nutritional Value of your feed with
PIZZEY’S MILLED FLAXSEED
Premium Quality Consistent Nutrient Composition Cost Effective Source of OMEGA 3
1-800-804-6433 Ph. (204) 773-2575 Fax (204) 773-2317
Web Site: www.pizzeys.com email: linda@pizzeys.com

**DRIED EGG PRODUCT**
Excellent quality protein. Our Dried Egg Product contains NO hatchery waste. Plant Approved For EU Export. Manufactured and sold by: VAN ELDEREN, INC. Martin, MI Tel: (269) 672-5123 Fax: (269) 672-9000

**Jedwards International, Inc.**
Leading supplier of Omega-3 Oils Supplier of Bulk Specialty Oils to the Food, Dietary Supplement and Cosmetic Industries

**TipTrak**
bucket elevators
- quiet
- spillage free
- gentle handling
- low maintenance

**UNITRAK**
905.885.8168 www.unitrak.com
DEHYDRATED VEGETABLES
LaBudde is offering a unique and consistent powdered blend of dehydrated carrots, celery, beets, parsley, lettuce, watercress and spinach. We know of no other way to get the healthy benefits of so many vegetables in one product. Give us a call at 800-776-3610 or 262-375-9111 and let us work with you from concept to completion.
LaBudde Group, Inc. Grafton, WI 53024 USA

FOR SALE
Reconditioned Cooking Extruders & Dryers
Single & Twin Screw Designs
• CEXTRAL • WENGER
• EXTRU-TECH • AEROGLIDE
EXTRU-TECH, INC.
100 Airport Road
Sabatina, KS 66534
extru-tech@extru-techinc.com

LIVE YEAST CULTURES
with • Digestive Enzymes • Natural Vitamins • No Fillers or Carriers
Results are in from the Dry Dog and Cat Food Studies
Advantages of Yeast Culture over Brewer’s Yeast:
• Better Palatability • Higher Consumption
• Better Stool Quality • Equal in Digestibility
• Competitively Priced

Stand-Up Pouch Specialists
Stand-Up Pouch:
Contract Packaging • Machinery Manufacturing
Processing/Blending
For all your stand-up pouch requirements
126 Avenue C
Battle Creek, MI 49015-1940
(269) 962-5525 Fax: 269-962-7041
www.robertspackaging.com
Marketplace

LABORATORY SERVICES
AUDITING & CONSULTING
EDUCATION & RESEARCH
ISO 17025 AND USDA ACREDITED

888.525.9788
food-safety.com

SPECIALIZING IN:
• POTATO FLAKES
• SWEET POTATO FLOUR
• GRAPE SEED EXTRACT

LANCE LAUGEN
800-227-8237
lance@lansingtradegroup.com

INDUSTRIAL DRIED GOODS
Your Complete Source for Dried Fruit Products
Producing High Quality, Dehydrated Fruit and Vegetable Ingredients for Pet Food Manufacturers!

Specializing in Alternative Fiber Sources.
Apple, Blueberry and Cranberry.

100% Natural
No Preservatives
1-800-796-9353
5740 Limekiln Rd. • Wolcott, NY 14590
Ph: 315-594-1760 • Fax: 315-594-1956
www.orchardsweets.com

Help Wanted
Openings for sales and marketing personnel, nutritionists, preforming experts - rapidly growing national leader in unprocessed, science-based, super premium, natural pet foods, clinical diets, and supplements. Send resume to:
Wrong Corporation, MT Cathy Adams
3550 Eastern Avenue, Midfield, MI 48461
Fax: (989) 671-3801 Email: cations1121212@gmail.com

BMF offers a complete range of production machinery, from unit machines, custom applications to turn key systems. Our new machinery has a host of added features without the added cost. Standard features that boost efficiency, upgrade quality, and save time on sanitization and maintenance. Offering continuous product improvements from subsequent generations of equipment, versatile range of products & options, with proven long-term durability. Don’t be fooled into the old cliché that size dictates value. Our experience has helped more firms with cost-effective solutions than our competition. We are ready, willing and able to go to work for you to provide you with better products and bigger profits. Call today!!
Phone: 815/224-1306
Fax: 815/224-1396
www.bakerymachine.com

NATURAL & ORGANIC MEATS FROM MAVERICK RANCH
Beef • Pork • Lamb
Buffalo • Chicken • Turkey
Chicken Neck, Back & Breast Bones
Beef & Buffalo Bones & Offal

Contact:
Roy Van Zandt
Denver, Colorado
303-294-0146
www.maverickranch.com

Providing a Wide Range of Solutions For All Types of Pet Food
Gum Blends
Functional Systems
Texturants
Specialty Sweeteners
Antioxidants
Emulsifiers
Cultures
Enzymes

Contact:
fizul.bacchus@danisco.com
Tel: 416-757-4126
Fax: 416-757-9243
Mobile: 416-896-4487

WILBUR-ELLIS
WE SPECIALIZE IN:
EU Certified Lamb Meal, Lamb MDM, Lamb Organs
Import and Domestic Fishmeals
Venison, Pork, Beef & Poultry Products
Spray Dry Brewers Yeast
Dehydrated Potatoes, Potato Protein & Potato Fiber
Pears, Pea Fiber and Pea Flour
Tallow & Vegetable Oils
Tomato Pomace & Organic Ingredients

VALUE ADDED SERVICES:
Custom Blending & Formulations
Custom Packaging & Antioxidant Applications
Just-In-Time Deliveries from International Markets

CONTACT US:
613 649-2031 (ph) 613 649-2034 (fx)
dafelski@wecon.com
Visit us on the web:
WWW.WILBUR-ELLISFEED.COM

www.midwestlabs.com
1341 E 8 St • Omaha NE 68164-3693
(402) 334-7770 Phone • (402) 334-9121 Fax
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Fast/Friendly Service

HIGH QUALITY WEAR PARTS
For most common Extruders
* Cast D-2 Knives * Wear Rings
* Insert Dies * Knifeladers
* Die Plates * Misc. Machined Parts
Manufactured to OEM or Customers Specifications.
Over 15 years experience supplying precision parts to the Feed & Petfood Manufacturing Industry.

New Technology Inc.
11061 Highway 59 North, Granette, A 72736
Telephone: 479-787-4772 Fax: 479-787-9957
1-800-646-0042
Home page: www.newtechnology.com

Continental Agra Equipment
WE BUY AND SELL USED FEED AND GRAIN EQUIPMENT
• Pellet Mills • Coolers • Dryers
• Roller Mills • Flakers • Cleaners
• Sewing Lines • Mixers • Legs • Dust Filters
• Air Pumps • Complete Feed Mills
• New Corn extruders & replacement parts for Instapro Model 2000 & 2500 extruders.

LARGE INVENTORY IN STOCK
Continental Agra Equipment, Inc.
1400 S. Spencer Rd., Newton, KS 67114
Ph: 316-233-9002 • Fax: 316-233-9584
E-mail: gary@continentalagra.com
Web: www.continentalagra.com

Frain Group
QUALITY PRE-OWNED
PROCESSING & PACKAGING MACHINERY
• 7000+ Machines IN STOCK
• ALL Equipment Available for Rent
• Full Engineering Consultation & On-Site Engineering Service Center
Visit www.fraingroup.com or Call 630.629.9900

Oven-Baked Dog Food
• Human grade lams & chicken - fat ingredient
  • Available in 15 & 50 lb bags
  • Canned products 15.2oz cans
  • Distributors wanted
  • Free shipping
  • APPMA

It’s not just the ingredients, it’s how you cook them.
www.mfrry.org • 720.389.5000
Pw Co, Denver, CO 80204 • Ft. Atlass, CO 80232

BADER TRADING COMPANY, INC.
Poultry Meal
Meat & Bone Meal
Blood Meal
Lamb Meal
Fish Meal
Feather Meal
Tallow
BEEF & LIVER MEAL
SPECIAL BLENDS

9400 W. Highland Rd., Mequa, WI 53097
Or
P.O. Box 423
Thiensville, WI 53092
Ph: 262/234-1101 • Fax: 262/234-1501
E-mail: bluethrll@aol.com
Web Site: badertrading.com
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** Oats (Commercial and Organic), Barley, Corn, Oat fiber **
- Oats: Steamed, rolled, ground, crimped and race horse oats
- Organic oats: groats, rolled, ground
- Oat fiber: conventional or organic
- Barley: Pearl, cracked, rolled and ground
- Corn: Steam rolled
- Custom milling and pulverizing

Cochrane, WI 54622  *  1-800-441-5411
www.lacrossemilling.com or ghartzell@lacrossemilling.com

** Wild Alaskan Salmon Oil **
Veterinary Resource Group
1-253-581-1880
e-mail: sales@vrg-usa.com

** Warren Analytical Laboratory Inc. **
We are a professional food safety and nutritional laboratory ready to serve all of your analytical needs.
Address: 650 O Street; Greeley, Co 80631
Phone: 1-800-945-6669; 970-475-0252
Fax: 970-351-6448
Website: www.warrenlab.com

** APEC **
AUTOMATED PROCESS EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
MANUFACTURERS OF:
- AUTOMATED BATCHING SYSTEMS
- MICRO INGREDIENT SYSTEMS
- BATCH MIXERS
- LIQUID COATERS
WE PROVIDE TOTAL SYSTEMS WITH SINGLE POINT RESPONSIBILITY, DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
1201 FOURTH AVE.  •  LAKE ODESSA, MI 48849 USA
Ph. 518-374-1500  •  FAX 518-374-1610
www.apecusa.com
e-mail: sales@apecusa.com

** BARR **
3D & 4D MDB
Hand deboned beef
Emulsified beef and bone
Semi load lots
Satisfaction Guaranteed
800-826-2341
Fax: (715) 267-7214

** Deanco Bucketer, Elevator, Vibratory Conveyors Feeders and Bulk Storage Systems Handle Tons of Dry & Semi Dry Pet Food Daily. **
Deanco Bucketer Elevator fed by Vibratory Feeder and Inflated Hopper.
Deanco Vibratory Conveyors, Natural frequency – Isolated and Balanced Design run Quietly and Gently moving Bulk Material continuously through processing lines.
(800) 933-2620 - (888) 933-2620
www.deanco.com
www.deanco.com

** Stand Up and Be Counted with C.J. Foods’ Custom Pet Food Processing and Packaging **
C.J. Foods, Inc.
Sales Office
121 Main Street
Bern, KS 66408
785-336-6132
sales@cjfoodsinc.com

** The MARKET PLACE is a special advertising section which contains no editorial material. Format is similar to a classified section. Advertising is grouped. Separation from competing advertising cannot be guaranteed. Advertising in the MARKET PLACE may not be combined with display advertising for frequency discounts. Maximum size in Market Place is 3 inches (75mm). Rate per inch per issue: $135, Rate per inch, 3 insertions; $130, Rate per inch, 6 insertions; $125, Rate per inch, 9 insertions; $120, Rate per inch, 12 insertions; $115. To order: **

Ginny Stadel
Tel: +1.815-734-5691
Fax: +1.815-734-5663
gstadel@wattnet.net
Visa and MasterCard accepted

Visa and MasterCard accepted

** LACROSSE MILLING COMPANY **
- Oats (Commercial and Organic), Barley, Corn, Oat fiber *
- Oats: Steamed, rolled, ground, crimped and race horse oats
- Organic oats: groats, rolled, ground
- Oat fiber: conventional or organic
- Barley: Pearl, cracked, rolled and ground
- Corn: Steam rolled
- Custom milling and pulverizing

Cochrane, WI 54622  *  1-800-441-5411
www.lacrossemilling.com or ghartzell@lacrossemilling.com

** Deanco Bucketer, Elevator, Vibratory Conveyors Feeders and Bulk Storage Systems Handle Tons of Dry & Semi Dry Pet Food Daily. **
Deanco Bucketer Elevator fed by Vibratory Feeder and Inflated Hopper.
Deanco Vibratory Conveyors, Natural frequency – Isolated and Balanced Design run Quietly and Gently moving Bulk Material continuously through processing lines.
(800) 933-2620 - (888) 933-2620
www.deanco.com

** A.I.B Superior Rating  Organic Certified  USDA - APHIS (EU) Certified **
Our People and Facilities are Dedicated to Meeting your Production Needs
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Last month I attended the Backer 40th Annual Pet Industry Trade Show near Chicago with Petfood Industry publisher Steve Akins. None to our surprise, we saw many petfoods and treats touted as natural, organic or both. What really caught our eye were the number of products that looked exactly like food most humans would eat. (This could be partly because we made the mistake of covering the show without eating lunch first.)

These products take “human grade” to a whole new level. We’re talking chicken drumsticks with dumplings. Stew brimming with beef and carrots. Sausage resembling the finest bratwurst. Treats that could have been created at the most heavenly human bakery.

Of course, this is not news to those of you defining and riding this trend. And it’s manifest not only in products but also in petfood packaging, such as the new single-portion and resealable containers. In Europe, manufacturers are introducing sports drinks and drink packs for pets.

This trend is one of the most interesting responses to the desire of pet owners to treat their furry charges as full-fledged family members. Where does this inclination come from?

**A long tradition**

One likely source is the rising number of pet owners, especially couples, without human kids living in their homes. The percentage of two-adult households with dogs or cats but without children increased from 48.8% in 2003 to 55.5% in 2005, according to Packaged Facts (see p. 24).

Another possible reason could be based on a long tradition rather than a recent phenomenon: people’s tendency to anthropomorphize, or attribute human qualities to animals and objects. This has been going on for centuries in religion, mythology, literature, art and, increasingly in modern times, culture.

According to a website published by Carnegie Mellon University, [www.anthropomorphism.org](http://www.anthropomorphism.org), some people trace this to Darwin’s theory of evolution. Darwin “argued that the difference between us and animals is only a matter of degree. Some biologists working with apes and chimps agree, as would people who consider their pets to be family members,” reads information on the site.

The site also explains some of the psychology behind anthropomorphism: “We apply special significance to many objects we possess and to animals and people with whom we feel close. A personal relationship with something or someone involves an emotional bond and a feeling there is less difference between them and us.”

This means we tend to identify with the other person or animal and take his or her perspective; we believe his or her traits and motivations are similar to our own. “Hence, we can expect that our own cherished friend, pet or product will be excused from any foibles and given credit for successes and benefits,” the site says. It also cites studies showing that people perceive animals to have personality traits—for example, a dog may be described as extraverted, cheerful and outgoing.

**Pink shoes for dogs**

That’s why, if you look up “anthropomorphism” on [www.wikipedia.com](http://www.wikipedia.com), you’ll find a photo of a dog wearing a camouflage hat and coat, plus a scarf and sunglasses. Or why at a pet trade event such as the recent Backer show, you’ll see products like pink tennis shoes for dogs and stuffed animals specially designed for puppies and kitties—plus all those supposedly human-edible petfoods and treats.

I’ve heard experts say they can see this trend evolving to the point, not too far off, when we might find ourselves eating the exact same brands we feed to our pets. Now wouldn’t that open up a lucrative new business model and revenue stream?
Pets and people have a special bond. It is based on a feeling of trust and an understanding of each other's needs. Quality food is such a need and the natural answer is BENEÖ™. Discover the unique technological applications of our products like improving appearance, structuring pet foods and mouth feel. Our scientists at ORAFTI are experts in digestive health research and specialize in illustrating how good digestive health contributes to nutrient absorption, better immunity, a shiny coat, healthy stools and improved overall metabolism. What’s more, they can advise you about our latest results so you can anticipate the upcoming trends and serve the best a pet can get.

Call Piotr Janowicz on +32 16 801 372 or send an e-mail to piotrjanowicz@orafti.com for an appointment with one of our sales managers in your region.

ORAFTI Animal Nutrition, your partner in product innovation.
NEW

Wenger Magnum ST Extruder

takes operating parameters to the extreme!

You’ve been waiting for a machine like the new Wenger Magnum ST twin-screw extruder. Now, it’s time to put it to work!

Use its Magnum-level Speed and Torque to step down to a smaller extruder without giving up capacity. Or use the higher SME capabilities to provide the unique physical properties that your product requires.

With maximum speeds up to 1,200 rpm and power levels to 185 kWh/tonne SME at volumetric capacity, the new Magnum ST extruders are ideal for meeting an extreme range of operating parameters.

Build One to Your Specs

Available in four sizes, Magnum ST Series extruders can be custom designed to fit your specific needs with a broad list of features and options. Build your configuration to include new shear and kneading elements, with flighting from 0.5 to 1.5 pitch, for precise control of product shape, texture, density and cooking time.

Then choose from a range of complementing process tools, including Wenger’s patented DDC preconditioner, our unique mid barrel and back pressure valves, an external density management system, a new overhead rail system and a manual or automatic control system.

No matter the product or how you choose to set it up, you owe it to yourself to check out the new Wenger Magnum ST soon. You’ve never experienced so much potential.

USA 816 891 9272 / EUROPE 32 3 232 7005 / ASIA 886 4 2322 3302 / WWW.WENGER.COM